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Re: ESPAM2.2 prioritizing updates
Monday, July 01, 2013 1:46:54 PM

OK. I still prefer what we agreed to in the meeting, but it is what it is.
B
On Mon, Jul 1, 2013 at 1:44 PM, Wylie, Allan <Allan.Wylie@idwr.idaho.gov> wrote:
Bryce
I apologize, but the list I sent out corresponds well with what is in my notes and with both Rick
Raymondi and Mike McVay recollections. As I recall from the committee discussion, committee
members were to select their favorite items and IDWR was going to pursue everything on the
prioritized list. If something on the list proved to be too resource intensive to finish in a timely
fashion, then it would not be included in ESPAM2.2 but would be included in a later version of
the model.

My instructions to you are to select your favorite 10 items, IDWR will then compile the results
from all respondents, display the results at the next meeting, and begin perusing everything on
the list. We will keep the ESHMC apprised of our progress. Perhaps some of the things on the list
will have to be delayed for a later version of the model.

Allan

From: bcontor.rm@gmail.com [mailto:bcontor.rm@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Bryce Contor
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 1:21 PM
To: Wylie, Allan
Cc: Raymondi, Rick; Bob Turik; Brendecke, Chuck; Chuck Brockway; Dave Colvin; David Blew; David
Hoekema; David Kampwerth; Gary Johnson; Greg Clark; Greg Sullivan; Gregg S. Ten Eyck; Hal
Anderson; J. D. May; Jack Harrison; Jeff Sondrup; Jennifer Johnson; Jim Bartolino; Jim Brannon; John
Koreny; John Lindgren; Jon Bowling; Ken Skinner; Linda Lemmon; McVay, Michael; Mike Beus; Rick
Allen; Roger Warner; Sharon Parkinson; Stacey L Taylor; Sukow, Jennifer; Swank, Lyle; Thomas R
Wood; Vincent, Sean; Willem Schreuder; Young Harvey Walker
Subject: Re: ESPAM2.2 prioritizing updates

Before I go to the effort to go through this spreadsheet, what is the possibility of
doing what we talked about in ESHMC meeting? As I recall, this was that you
would present us with three unique lists. One would be a list of things that IDWR
has already done or committed to do. The second list would be a list of
candidates for ESPAM2.2; i.e. things that are easy enough to do that we could
accomplish them within the effort and time allotted. The third would be a list of
things that are candidates for ESPAM-beyond-2.2, because they are too costly or
difficult to responsibly attempt right now.

My understanding is that we would not rank the first list, as the decisions have
already been made. I also understood that we would independently rank the
second and third lists.

It is true that the list you presented does sort of do the parsing, but it does not
allow for the independent ranking. It is the independent ranking that gave the
agreed-upon proposal its power.

The list we have now retains ambiguity brought on by thought processes like "I
think multiple layers in selected areas is a good idea, but I think it is foolhardy to
attempt it with ESPAM2.2. Do I vote for it or not?"

Bryce

On Mon, Jul 1, 2013 at 12:42 PM, Wylie, Allan <Allan.Wylie@idwr.idaho.gov>
wrote:
Hi

The attached file contains the list of potential improvements we discussed last
meeting. You may vote on any ten (10), with one (1) being your highest priority.

Allan Wylie
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 East Front St
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098

Phone 208 287 4963
e-mail allan.wylie@idwr.idaho.gov

-Bryce A. Contor
Senior Hydrologist
482 Constitution, Idaho Falls, ID 83402
E-Mail: bcontor@rockymountainenvironmental.com
Alt. E-Mail: bcontor.rm@gmail.com
VOICE: 208-524-2353 ||| FAX: 208-524-1795 ||| CELL: 208-681-9100

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and
may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or distribution of this communication to other
than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by
reply email to the sender or collect telephone call to (208) 524-2353. Thank you.
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